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Abstract. Wikipedia authors cite external references to support claims
made in their articles in order to increase their validity. A large number
of claims, however, do not have supporting citations, putting them in
question. In this paper, we describe a study in which we attempt to retrieve relevant citations for claims using a variety of information retrieval
algorithms. These algorithms are inspired by bibliometric and altmetric
insights that exploit readership data from Mendeley’s community and
rerank results using a Bradfordising approach. The results of the small
scale study indicate that both of these approaches can improve upon
basic keyword-based search, typically used in digital libraries, in order
to return relevant documents for unsupported claims.
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Introduction

Wikipedia has shown to be of extreme value not only for the general public
but also in the academic world. Research has shown an increasing number of
scholarly publications citing Wikipedia and that academic institutions are one
of Wikipedia’s major consumers [7]. Given the crowdsourced nature of Wikipedia
and its associated coordination problems, however, Wikipedia is often sceptically
viewed by experts with respect to information quality [2, 1].
Similar to scholarly literature, Wikipedia authors are encouraged to cite reliable and verifiable1 information sources that back up their claims and therefore
strengthen the information quality of articles. This practice has been widely
adopted, resulting in a rich set of Wikipedia articles with numerous references.
Experts, however, might still find two serious concerns regarding information quality when it comes to Wikipedia claims and their associated references.
On the one hand, despite the large number of already existing references, it is
still commonplace for co-authors or readers to encounter unsupported claims
in Wikipedia articles. These claims needing corresponding evidence are marked
with a {{citation needed}} tag2 . It is then up to Wikipedia contributors to find
the corresponding references that support such claims.
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In order to increase the number of cited claims in Wikipedia, it would be
useful to develop a tool that can automatically suggest articles that back them
up. Wikipedia contributors could then check if the articles indeed back up the
claims and choose to insert relevant ones into Wikipedia pages.
In this paper, (i) we investigate the distribution of citation sources in Wikipedia
to better understand what authors are currently using as verifiable evidence and
the extent to which citations are missing, and (ii) we explore if findings in the
field of bibliometrics can be exploited in developing a system that can automatically retrieve articles that back up claims. The second study is particularly
focussed on comparing the well established technique of Bradfordising [12] to
a new technique of biasing retrieval ranking based on signals from digital communities of researchers. As this study was carried out in Mendeley, the digital
community chosen is that of Mendeley’s social network, whose readership data
has previously shown to be useful in understanding research trends [3, 4].
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Wikipedia Citations

While many claims in Wikipedia articles are backed up with citations, there is
also a considerable amount which is not. It can be difficult to quantify how many
claims made in Wikipedia articles lack citations but estimates can be made based
on the number of missing citations that have been explicitly signposted using
the {{citation needed}} tag.
In order to estimate the number of claims that are not backed up with citations we downloaded a copy of the English Wikipedia from Academic Torrents3 . The download contained 4.4 million articles written in English in an
XML format. These articles were parsed using the SAXParser from the WikiXMLJ project4 , to find all citation tags that appear within the collection, following Wikipedia’s citation conventions5 . All parsing was done on a laptop with
8GB RAM and took less than 30 minutes to run.
Around one million Wikipedia articles contained at least one citation. In
total, just over nine million citations were parsed out. We focused on the top five
types of citations, which account for 93.68% of all citations made (see Table 1).
Citations can cite different types of objects. The most popular type of citation
is the {{cite web}} tag which indicates that a web page is being cited. This type
accounted for over half of all citations made. Citations for news articles, books
and journals accounted for 17.08%, 11.00%, and 8.22% of all citations made,
respectively. The fifth most frequent citation type was {{citation needed}}, the
tag used to indicate that a claim is missing a citation.
It’s reasonable to assume that not all claims lacking citations in Wikipedia
articles have been explicitly tagged with {{citation needed}}. As a result, the
402,347 {{citation needed}} tags are likely to cover only a subset of the actual
3
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Type of Wiki Citation Tag Citation Count Distribution(%)
{{cite web}}
4,796,157
52.94%
{{cite news}}
1,547,056
17.08%
{{cite book}}
996,433
11.00%
{{cite journal}}
744,866
8.22%
{{citation needed}}
402,347
4.44%
Total
8,486,859
93.68%
Table 1. Top 5 citation links that appear in English Wikipedia articles.

claims that require citations. The number of missing citations in Wikipedia articles indicates the need for a tool that can help people to retrieve articles that
back up claims.
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Approaches to Finding Citations

In this study, we were interested in applying some insights from bibliometrics
and altmetrics to inform the design of a tool that can help retrieve articles
that support natural language claims. The behaviour of three algorithms was
investigated. The first is Bradfordising, a technique that has been shown to
improve the ranking of research article results in search engines [5]. The second is
to bias search results based on how often they are read in Mendeley’s community.
The third is to combine both approaches.
All algorithms were investigated using the popular search engine Lucene6 .
The article metadata (e.g. title, authors, year of publication, abstract) of Mendeley’s 100 million research articles were indexed. For each claim, the text of the
claim plus the title of the Wikipedia page were entered into the search engine
and the results were reanked based on either Bradfordising, readership or a combination of Bradfording and readership.
The standard Bradfordising approach was followed, applying it to the first
100 results. That is, the first 100 results were reranked so that the articles from
the most frequent publication venue, appearing in the first 100 results, were
ranked above the articles appearing in less frequent publication venues, from the
first 100 results.
In order to exploit Mendeley’s readership information, a new query handler
was written in Lucene, that extended the basic keyword-based search with a
weighted boost. The weighted boost is based on a logarithmic function of the
number of readers that an article has, as follows;
score ∗ log10 (number_of _readers + 1)
The final score given to each result was based on its original keyword-based
score plus the boosting given by the logarithmic function. As a result, articles
that had more readers should have higher ranked positions.
Finally, the third algorithm combines both approaches, first applying the
readership bias and then Bradfordising.
6
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Experimental Setup

As a case study, a small scale gold standard data set was manually created
by selecting 10 Wikipedia pages with claims citing scholarly articles in them.
A claim was randomly chosen from each Wikipedia page and associated with
the scholarly article that it cited. It is recognised that more than one scholarly
article may support the claim made. This approach, despite this limitation, is
common practice in the information retrieval community, as it provides enough
information to fairly compare different algorithms and can be fully automated
for large scale testing. The task of the algorithms is, given a claim, to retrieve
articles that can be used to back it up. We employed two baseline systems: (i)
Google Scholar and (ii) Mendeley’s catalogue search. Both cover a broad range of
research disciplines and are two of the world’s largest research collection repositories. These baselines were compared to versions of Mendeley’s search engine
enhanced separately using Bradfordising and readership biases, as described in
the previous section.
Five of the 10 selected claims are provided as examples (Table 2). These
claims are made using natural language sentences that paraphrase and/or summarise findings from research articles. The 10 claims cross multiple disciplines
of research, just as Google Scholar and Mendeley’s collections do.

Claim Summary Full claim
Readers
Quiet Revolution The Quiet Revolution is called such because it was not
109
a "big bang" revolution; rather, it happened and is continuing to happen gradually
Opting Out and In They are passed up for promotions because of the possi31
bility that they may leave, and are in some cases placed
in positions with little opportunity for upward mobility
to begin with based on these same stereotypes
WWW
One study, for example, found five user patterns:
8
exploratory surfing, window surfing, evolved surfing,
bounded navigation and targeted navigation
Statistical Learning There is an ongoing debate about the relevance and va22
lidity of statistical approaches in AI, exemplified in part
by exchanges between Peter Norvig and Noam Chomsky
Cognitive Robotics Within developmental robotics, developmental learn148
ing approaches were elaborated for lifelong cumulative
acquisition of repertoires of novel skills by a robot,
through autonomous self-exploration and social interaction with human teachers, and using guidance mechanisms such as active learning, maturation, motor synergies, and imitation
Table 2. Claims citing a corresponding research article available in both Google Scholar
and Mendeley. The last column shows the number of readers in the Mendeley catalogue.
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Based on the claim and the title of the Wikipedia article page, a query
was constructed. The query contained all the words that appeared in the claim
with the Wikipedia article page’s title concatenated to it. This query was used
to evaluate each of the approaches: (i) Google Scholar (Google Sch.), (ii) Basic Mendeley Keyword Search (Men), (iii) Mendeley + Readers (Men+R), (iv)
Mendeley + Bradfordising (Men+B), and (v) Mendeley + Readers + Bradfordising (Men+R+B). The first 100 results lists from each tool were gathered and
the position of the cited article in each list was recorded. The closer the article’s
position to the start of the results list, the better the approach performs.
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Results

Table 3 shows the results of the five tested algorithms to retrieve the corresponding citations to the claims in Table 2.
Claim Summary
Google Sch.
Men Men+R Men+B Men+B+R
Quiet Revolution
>100
73
2
76
29
Opting Out and In
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
WWW
>100
67
66
1
71
Statistical Learning
>100
69
24
73
37
Cognitive Robotics
>100
10
2
2
9
Benford’s Law
>100
2
8
9
2
DNA Sequencing
>100
38
6
64
69
Naturalism
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
Mathematics Definition
>100
47
38
3
8
Core Samples
>100
2
2
34
52
Totals
1,000 (0) 508 (2) 348 (5) 462 (3)
477 (1)
Table 3. Rank of the citations for the two baseline and three modified approaches.
A lower number indicates the approach performs better. If the target article did not
appear in the first 100 results returned, then >100 appears. Best ranks appear in bold.
The score in parentheses is the count of the number of best placed ranks that the
algorithm achieved.

Mendeley’s basic keyword search outperformed Google Scholar in retrieving
the correct target document (i.e. the document actually cited in the Wikipedia
article) in the first 100 results in 8 cases. Google Scholar failed to retrieve the
target documents in the first 100 results for all queries. When considering only
the top 10 results returned, 2 of the sample queries retrieved the correct target
citations in the top 10 results using Mendeley’s basic keyword search.
Three algorithms were tested based on bibliometrics and altmetrics insights.
The use of readership counts ranked the target articles higher, on average, than
the use of Bradfordising and the combination of readership and Bradfordising,
resulting in 5, 4, and 3 top 10 hits respectively. When considering the number
of cases in which an algorithm ranked the target document highest, Mendeley
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+ Readership provided the highest ranked results in 5 of the cases. Mendeley’s
basic keyword search ranked the target article higher in 2 cases compared to
Mendeley + Readership + Bradfordising’s single case. The results suggest the
combination of the 2 algorithmic enhancements, readership boosting and Bradfordising, appear to produce worse results than using either of these algorithms
alone.
There were 2 cases when all algorithms tested failed to retrieve the target
article in the top 100 results. In both of these cases, the claims did not contain
the keywords present in the metadata of the articles.

6

Discussion

There is evidence that scholarly articles are increasingly citing Wikipedia. One
study showed that Wikipedia had been cited 3,679 times within a reference data
set taken from the Web of Science (WoS) and Elsevier’s Scopus databases [7].
Regarding the information quality of Wikipedia articles, in 2007 Nielsen studied
the relationship between a journal citation in Wikipedia and the impact factor
of the journal, and a correlation between them could be observed, especially for
high impact journals [6]. In 2012 Priem et al. sampled a number of scholarly
articles and found that about 5% were cited by the English Wikipedia [9]. These
results suggest that Bradfordising also applies in Wikipedia articles.
When it comes to the influence of readership, incorporating the readership
count or popularity into a information retrieval system has been studied by many
research groups. Researchers proposed that the readership count can be seen as
an indicator for the quality of the retrieved articles and the to rerank the results
accordingly. They found that among multiple quality metrics, the popularity
contributed significantly to the improvement of the results [13], in good agreement with our findings. In our case, using keyword-based search with Mendeley
and readership boosting retrieved the target citation in the top 10 results in 5 out
of the 10 queries ran. Comparisons of download and citation data from Scopus
with readership data from Mendeley have shown a medium to high correlation
between downloads and readership and downloads and citations, while there
is a medium-sized correlation between readership and citations. These results
suggest some difference between the different usage features [11, 10].
None of the algorithms tested managed to retrieve the target article in their
top 100 results in 2 of the tests. In considering the 2 queries, it appears that they
do not share enough keywords in common with the target article’s metadata.
This points to the need for an alternative representation of articles beyond metadata and possibly an alternative representation of the query itself. Including the
full text could possibly prove beneficial in such scenarios as suggested by [8].
Furthermore, a deeper linguistic representation such as the semantics revealed
through topic modelling is worth considering.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reports on the results of two studies. First, the contents of the English
Wikipedia were parsed in order to find what type of objects tend to be cited
and the extent to which missing citations were present. This work confirmed that
most citations are made to webpages, news articles, books and journals, and that
there is a sizable number of claims that have been explicitly marked as needing
a citation (over 400,000). Second, a small scale study was conducted in which
Google Scholar was compared with Mendeley’s search engine, and three modified
versions of Mendeley’s search engine to test how well they could retrieve articles based on natural language claims. The results show that reranking through
Bradfordising and boosting readership scores both improve upon keyword-based
search.
This study has been conducted as part of the EEXCESS project7 . In its current form, it requires some manual interventions preventing us from scaling it up.
In the future, we will automate the entire process so that we can run large scale
tests and generate statistically significant results. We will also explore how to
return not just scholarly articles, but objects that appear in cultural repositories
(e.g. Europeana8 ). As seen by the types of citations made in Wikipedia articles,
we need to go beyond scholarly articles in order to meet this community’s needs.
We also intend to take all citations to journal articles in the English Wikipedia
and automatically build a data set of citation claims paired with articles that
they cite and have been deduplicated against Mendeley’s catalogue. This data
set will serve as a training and testing data set for a large scale evaluation of
how well the target citations can be retrieved given the claims as input and will
allow us to compare the attributes of different information retrieval algorithms
in more detail.
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